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A bill was introduced in the Ohio
legislature to authorize transferring a
670-acre state farm tract in Kettering to
the four institutions, incorporated as the
Miami Valley Research In titute, for
development as a research park.
The park wi 11 attempt to attract research
divisions of major corpora~ions, using
Dayton's established reputation as a
scientific center and the cooperation of
the educational institution .
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Future
scientists
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Eighty-three area junior and senior high
school students received superior
ratings for their science projects at the
annual West District Science Day held
recently at Wright State University.
Sponsored by the Ohio Junior Academy
of Science and hosted by Wright State,
the event included 300 science exhibits
from schools in Champaign, Clark,
Darke, Fayette, Greene, Miami,
Montgomery, and Shelby counties. _

Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

Philip and Paul McNiel were named
the first recipients of the Wright State
University Gray Memorial Scholarship
at a recent meeting of the Dayton
Chapter of the Financial Executives
Institute (FEI).

The Gray Memorial Scholarship was
established la t year to pay tribute to
Rust and Cheri Gray, who died in an
automobile accident in May, 1980.
Rust Gray served at Wright State since
1969, and was acting controller of the
university and president of the Dayton
FEI at the time of his death.

The WrightStater (USPS 437-730) is
published six times a year,
January/February, March/Apri I,
May/June, July/August,
September/October, and
November/December. Published by
Wright State University, .Dayton, Ohio
45435, Office of University
Communications, Larry Kinneer,
director. Second class postage paid at
Dayton, Ohio.
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" Rodney was a great team player in his
two years with us," commented Raider
coach Ralph Underhill. " He is very
deserving of his all-America selection.
I've seen plenty of Division II allAmericans, and he is one of the best."
He finished his career by scoring in
double figures 42 straight times and
breaking six season records.

The twin brothers, juniors majoring in
finance and accounting at Wright State,
will receive scholarship award equal
to one quarter's fees for the 1980-81
academic year. The students were
presented with medallion noting their
achievement.
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Deck study

"The Devil's Picture Book: A History of
Exhibit topics included volcanoes, solar the Ta rot Deck" w as the title of a
energy, plant I ife, hea lth, and
Liberal Arts lecture given recently by
physiology. The exhibits were judged
honors student Eileen Ribbler.
by science teachers and professional
Ribbler designed her own major in
scientists and engineers. Awards were
Medieval and Renaissance Studies in
presented to students who had
order to study the historical
outs ta nd i ng projects.
development of tarot cards, a deck of
22 cards popularly known for its use in
fortune-tel Ii ng.

Mullins

Mullins
engineers
prize
Wright State senior William Mullins
won a nationaL prize for an engineering
paper from the Metallurgical Society
of the American Institute of Mining,
Metallurgical, and Petroleum
Engineers, Inc.
Mullins entered the paper, "Vibration
Analysis of Weathered Glass/Epoxy
Composites," in the TMS-AIME contest
and it was selected best among
undergraduate engineering students in
North America.
Mullins will be graduated in June from
Wright State University with a degree in
Materials Engineering.

D

WSU involved
in water
studies

Faculty, staff
donate for
scholars
The fourth annual Campus Scholarship
Campaign is underway with a goal of
raising $55,000 fo r scholarships for
continuing Wright State students. Last
year over $53,000 was contributed by
the faculty, staff, and student, aiding
more than 140 scholars.
All the money collected goes for
scho larships . Donations can be
earmarked for a particular school or
college within the University.' Gifts are
al o tax deductible. For more
information, conta t the WSU
Foundation and Development office,
873-2251.

Th und r round w
V II yr id nt u
b ing studied in as ri of pollution
experiments by re ar hers from the
Wright State University College of
Science and Engineering.
The goal of the study is to test for
specific pollutants in the underground
water supply, or aquifer, which
upp lies approximately 98 percent of
the Miami Va lley with drinking water,
and then develop management
strategies for the 5 7 " problem" ol id
waste disposal sites in the area.
Dr. Ronald Schmidt, chairman of
Geological Sciences and professor of
Environmental Studies and Geological
Sciences, is directing the project.
Schmidt's research team plan to
produce a report for the Miami Valley
Regiona l Planning Commission, w hich
wil l be responsib le for manageme nt
strategie to protect drinking water
supplie . The Wright State research
team is working lo ly with th
re ently-formed Miami Valley
Groundwater Quality Conference.

Pitt appointed Task Force
plans future
Gavin A. Pitt has been appointed
associate director of the Wright State
University Foundation and
Development Office.

He will be responsible for developing
fund-raising programs for the Office of
Health Affairs, including the School of
Medicine, the School of Nursing, the
Schoo l of Professional Psychology, and
the Allied Health Professions Program.

A Wright State Ta k Force, a igned to
develop a Univer ity Mission Statement
and Comprehensive Plan for the future,
conducted a special two-day se ion in
the Kettering Center.
The task force has undertaken the most
ambitious planning project in Wright
State hi story, attempting to construct a
comprehensive blueprint for Wright
State's future development against
which program s will be considered
and funded.
The 159 goal statements presented at
the meeting are undergoing computer
analysis and ranking, according to their
prioritie s.

Event
canceled

Pitt

The Mad River Regional Art/Craft
Festi va l, originally scheduled to take
place on the Wright State University
main campus on May 9 and l 0, has
been canceled.

Melko, left, an d Ca rgan d iscuss their appearance in Peo ple magazine.
11

People" highlights research
on singles and marrieds

by Harry Battson
People, the Time, Inc. magazine that dotes on the famous and nearly o , may
never gain a big following in academic circles, but research performed by two
Wrigh t State University sociologists made it March 23, 1981 i ue.
" This is not no rmally the kind of thing we go for in the worl d of a ademia ,"
admitted Dr. Leonard Cargan, associate professor of Sociology, who, with
Dr. Matthew Melko, professor of Sociology and hairman of the Department oi
Sociology and Anthropology, researched life tyle differences between ingl /
and marrieds.
Cargan, a 51-year-old bache lor, and Melko, a 25-year married, teamed efforts for
a survey of Dayton , Ohio residents that indicated many stereotyped image of
married and single I ifestyles are false. Sexual attitudes, happiness, and i line s were
a few of the issues explored in the survey, which included never married,
divorced, remarried, and married persons.
Last July, he received a message from People stating their interest. " I think People
was interested becau e they saw two profs , one single and one married, doing a
comparative study of singles and marrieds," Melko said. " They figured we mu st
be insane. "
Far from it, the civil status of the two professor added a needed balance to th eir
survey, since each could eliminate any bia s in the survey. ·
People sent a stringer from the Cincinnati Enquire r and a photographer to Wr ight
State to write the story. " The photographer took beaucoup pi cture ," Melko
noted, " many more than they would ever need. " Later, he returned to take more
ph otos. " He took pictu res everywhere you can think of-at home, in the office, at
a church grou p sessi o n. I'd never seen .;; uch an operation."

The two then spent four months w ai ting to see th e resu lts. Orig inally to ld the
article would appea r around Th anksgiv ing, it f in ally surfaced M arch 23.
The two hope the attention from People and el sewhere will help market their
book, Singles : Myths and Realities, based on the Dayton research. They have
also completed surveys i n Australia and New Zealand and hope to make
cross-cultural comparisons.
" It will be interesting to see if there are differences in attitudes about singles and
marrieds in those countries," Cargan said.
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Fusion:
the new atomic technology
by John R. Alexander
of ga oline,

Fusion is the power ource of the sun and the tars.
The oppo ite of fi sion, which is the splitting of heavy
atom , it involves fusing, or mashing together, light
atoms like hydrogen which can be extracted from
ordinary water. Both processes yield energy, but o
far scientists have only been able to design fission
reactors, the power source of all current nuclear
power plants.
Though the concept is unfamiliar to most, fusion
research has been carried out in the United States for
the past quarter-century. Physicists at Wright State
University have been a part of that research for more
than a decade, and some of their students have taken
an active role in the government's fusion exploration
projects.
The quest for this " miracle energy," according to
Wright State researchers, is far from over. Few want to
speculate about when commercial fu ion will be a
reality, but cientist agree that major theoretical and
experimental hurdl shave been cleared in r cent
year . Fu ion, they c;ay, i an idea who tim will
oon arriv .
" It's mu h loser than when I wa s fir t introdu ed to
this research, " said Dr. Merrill L. Andrews, WSU
as ociate profe sor of Physics, of the prospects of
commercial fu ion power. " There has been a lot of
succes in approaching the necessary parameters for
the fusion process. But the problems are much more
difficult than was realized in the '50s.

Dr. John S. Martin, Wright State Physics Department chairman, works in the WSU Plasma Physics Laboratory
with a device known as an ion beam probe . The probe is part of the elaborate equipment the researchers have
used in their fusion-related experiments, which began in 7969 under contract with the US Air Force.

It was November of 1952 when man-made fusion
the sun; 2) high density, meaning the fuel must be
made its debut with the detonation of the first
"jammed together" so tightly that its atoms wi II fuse;
hydrogen bomb at Eniwetok Atoll in the Pacific.
and 3) confinement of the fusion reaction within the
Almost 30 years later, despite the best efforts of
reactor vessel, with minimum loss of fuel to the walls
brilliant minds, the hydrogen bomb remains the only
of the reactor.
successful man-made fusion device. A thermonuclear
The sun, our greatest fusion generator and supplier of
bomb, however, creates an uncontrolled fusion
energy, solves al I these problems through the force of
reaction and that, Andrews said, bears little
gravity brought about by its massive proportions. As
resemblence to the controlled environment of
that technique is unavailable, earth scientists have
tomorrow's fusion reactors.
approached fusion using two main types of
One of fusion's greatest attractions, in fact, is its
confinement force-magnetism and a technique
relative safety, especially in c0mn -...-: - ~~ ·.vith nuclear called inertial confinement.
power by fission. One of the worst possibilities with a A type of magnetic confinement device known as a
conventional nuclear reactor is the chance, however
mirror machine drew Andrews to Wright State from a
remote, of a meltdown of the reactor core, with a
faculty post at Cornell in 1970. Andrews came to
resultant release of dangerous radioactive gases. That work witn Dr. John S. Martin, a South African
scenario is not possible with fusion, Andrews said.
physicist who joined the WSU faculty in 1969 and
"You just couldn't have the 'Three Mile Island' threat
of a runaway nuclear heating reaction with a fusion
power plant," he said. "With either nuclear reaction,
there's absolutely no possible problem in terms of a
nuclear bomb-like explosion."

became Physics department chairman in 1975.
Martin was principal investigator on a project to build
a mirror machine and perform experiments, under
contract with what was then the Aerospace Research
Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

Instead of problems keeping a fusion reaction under
control, Andrews said, scientists have been struggling
to make the reaction happen and sustain it for an
extended period of ti me.

For three years, Martin and Andrews spent most of
their working hours on the government project, using
their machine to explore various aspects of the "fuel"
that fusion reactors will some day use, called plasma.

To do that, three crucial conditions must be met:
1) extremely high temperatures, five times hotter than
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Dubbed a "fourth state" of matter, plasma i neither
solid, liquid, nor gaseous, though it is closest to the
latter in appearance. Matter achieves this state only
when heated to extremely high temperatures.
The bulk of research at Wright State so far has
centered on determining the characteristics of certain
types of fusion plasma, perfecting measurement of
those characteristics, and explaining the instabilities
that occur within the substance.
"Our work is important from several points of view,"
said Martin, who carried out his doctoral work at
Oxford University on a Rhodes Scholarship.
"Historically, many of the early discoveries of plasma
instabilities were made in small laboratories."
Other government and university laboratories
undoubtedly make use of the research Martin and
Andrews have performed, research that has resulted
in a slew of technical reports, conference papers, and
other publications.
The researchers are using the same mirror machine
they built in 1969 and 1970, though the device was
moved from laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base to Wright State several years ago. Nearly
every inch of room 011 Fawcett Hall is occupied by
some piece of impressive-looking hardware, but the
WSU Plasma Physics Laboratory is dominated by the
mirror machine,.an imposing green and silver device
surrounded by mu1ti-buttoned control boards.

A 1972 Wright State graduate, Dr. Richard Sheffield now works at
the federal government's Los Alamos National Laboratory in New
Mexico. There he experiments with a fusion process called inertial
confinement, using a sophisticated high-energy electron beam .

Named for its property of "reflecting" plasma back
and forth through the use of giant magnets, the mirror
machine was once one of the leading designs in
experimental plasma physics. Now it plays second
fiddle to a Russian de ign called the tokamak, which
confine more of the plasma than other device . A
tokamak at Prin eton Univer ity, most scienti ts
beli ve, will b the first to a hi v "break-ev n/'
wh re, in an actual su tained fu ion reaction, as
mu h energy is extracted from the plasma as goes into
producing the fusion process.
Nevertheless, in a field as young as fusion, Martin
points out that no one can say with certainty what the
distant future holds. The first commercial fusion
reactor may be a tokamak, it may be a mirror
machine, or it may be something very different. Said
Martin, "If you can imagine going back a few
centuries, to when the first person found that taking a
match to coal produced heat, it would be like
speculating on what future coal-fired generators
would look like."
In addition to their active plasma research, the Wright
State physicists said the mirror machine serves an
equally important function-providing "hands-on"
training for students. Wright State is one of the few
American universities that involves both
undergraduate and graduate students in research with
high-temperature plasma devices, they said.
O ne of those undergraduate students was 1972
WSU alumnus Richard Sheffield, who went on to
earn a doctoral degree in Physics from tl)e
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Today he
Works on fusion research at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, a key government research facility
located 35 miles from Santa Fe, New Mexico.
In a recent interview, Sheffield agreed that similar
research efforts, such as those at Wright State, are a
vita(component in the eventual development of
fusion power in America because of the enormity of
the problem. "It's an immensely complicated task.

The amount of man-hour that have gone into -it far
outweigh anything I know about-anything in the
space program, for instance/' he said.
Sheffield works with the less-explored of the two
fusion methods, inertial confinement. That process
employs high-energy beams- lasers are the most
common source-to zap an extr mely tiny pellet of
hydrogen from all side , au ing it to quickly h at up,
and " implode/' which initiat s th fu ion process.
Lasers, however, aren't the energy source in
Sheffield's experimentation. He works with a recent
development in inertial confinement technology,
along with three other Los Alamos staff physicists,
using a five-million volt electron beam as their
high-energy source.
One of the few projects of its kind in the world, the
Wright State graduate describes it as a "high risk"
venture in terms of possible payoff. ''.It's a very small
effort/' he said. "If it works, though, it could have a
substantial impact on the fusion program and on a
few other programs as well."
Within two years, Sheffield's team must find out
whether the electron beam concept is viable. In an
area of little or no scientific precedent, the project
sometimes appears an impenetrable maze, he said.
"This is the frontier, without any doubt. It gets lonely,
frustrating. But it's also fun, and challenging," the
former Fairborn resident said.
Pursuing the elusive goal of fusion requires a
diversified approach, Sheffield said, with many
scientists tackling the problem from different angles.
"No matter how big a lab is, you can't handle all
aspects of fusion," he said. "Wright State was doing
studies when I was there on electron temperature and
the use of microwaves to heat the plasma. It was
something that had to be done and it advanced the
understanding.
"It would be nice," he continued, "if this were the
kind of problem where you could do just one

Heat
Exchanger

Steam

Alternating
Current

Generator

Deuterium

Water

Tritium

I

I
Seawater 1--~~~----/
Deuterium

I
I

'--IC'-~~~~-Tritium

Injector

The federal government plans to spend about $1 billion on a prototype Fusion Engineering Device, expected to
be completed by 1990, which will follow this basic outline, in detefmining the economic ieasibility of fusion
power.

Associate Professor of Physics Dr. Merrill L. Andrews
explains how Wright State's plasma physics research
helps contribute to science's understanding of fusion.

definitive experiment and say, 'By George, we've got
it.' But it's more like putting together the biggest damn
jigsaw puzzle you ever saw. What you need is a piece
from here and a piece from there, in order to see what
the whole picture is."
W hen wi II the puzzle be complete? Part of the
problem with fusion forecasting, Sheffield said, is the
unpredictable level of government funding. While
President Jimmy Carter last October signed into law a
bill that called for a stepped-up federal commitment
to the new technology,the Reagan administration has
shown less enthusiasm.
"It is very difficult to convince a politician to vote for
a bill that only raises the taxes and doesn't show any
return in his term of office," he said. "It's not even
like the space shuttle, where several years later you
could see the thing going up."
Whatever the funding levels, scientific feasibility of
fusion appears to be "almost assured," Sheffield said,
with a working, prototype reactor likely to be finished
within the next 10 to 20 years. That first model will
only demonstrate that fusion works. Then it will be up
to private industry to decide on its economic
feasibility.
F usion is not a technology devoid of problems, its
defenders admit. But the problems are minor
compared with those that plague fossi I fuels and
conventional fission reactors, they say. Chief among
the troubles with conventional energy sources are a
dwindling supply oi the fuel material, while fusion's
basis-water-is plentiful.
Fusion, for all its future promise, will do nothing to
extract America from its current energy crisis. Said
Sheffield: "For now, I would like to see the broadest
possible spectrum of energy alternatives
explored-solar, geothermal, and so on.
"We also have to look toward the future, what we'll
leave for our children," he added. "It's difficult in
these tough economic times for people to see the
advantage of something so far in the future. But I think
fusion, once the bugs have been worked out, wi 11 be
an inexhaustible source of energy for the human race
for hundreds of years. After that, they' II probably find
something better."
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Pioneers give new hope
to paralyzed
Petrofsky, Phillips, Glaser
its paralyzed back legs and move them. To do this, he
used a crude ver ion of hi pre ent method,
employing a mall desk-top computer.
"One of the mo t exciting development in the last
few months," he c ye,, " ha been the achievement of
ontroil d m v m nt in th legs fan animal by
m n of human brain m ag s.''
Th r fining of P trofi:.ky's pr
du re ha in lud d a
tudv of th variou-. ondition whi h ould aff t th
mechanics of mu I movem nt, u ha temperature
and fatigue, and thereby affect the functioning of the
individual u ing the ystem.
I n order to efficiently study the e conditions,
Petrofsky needed to have mathematical models
constructed to project how a muscle would react,
given a certain set of condition . While teaching at
St. Louis Univer ity a an assistant professor of
Physiology, Petrof ky met Dr. Chandler Phillips at a
eminar in January 1978. Phillips, who was setting up
the Biomedical Engineering program at Wright State,
is a mathematical modeler. He was able to design the
models Petrofsky needed for the project. It was in
1978, then, that the two began their collaboration.
Phillips came to Wright State in 1975 from the
University of Dayton specifically to develop an
undergraduate degree program in Biomedical
Engineering. Phillips' background is in biomechanics
and biophysics. An M.D., Phillips' specialty is in
cardiac muscle physiology and mechanics and the
application of the technique of mechanical
engineering to keletal muscle .
Or. Jerrold Petrof ky is developing a proces which involves implantation of a microprocessor near
paralyzed muscle .

by Carol Siyahi
T hree Wright State University scientists have been
drawn together by a revolutionary project which may
change the way thousands of people live their lives.
The project entai Is the development of a system that
could provide one of the most profound personal
services of all: giving back to a paraplegic the ability
to walk, or to a stroke victim, the function of a
paralyzed limb.
The method that may make this possible is the result
of the work of Wright State University faculty
members, working in various areas of rehabilitation
engineering. Dr. Jerrold S. Petrofsky, associate
professor of Biomedical Engineering and Physiology,
and Chandler Phillips, M.D., associate professor of
Engineering and Physiology, are developing a process
which involves implantation of a microprocessor (a
tiny computer on a chip) near paralyzed muscles.
The function of the microprocessor is to decode
information from the brain and stimulate the
appropriate muscles to move as the brain has
directed. The process would aid individuals who
have lost muscle function where the path of
communication has been broken between the brain
and certain muscles.
A third university scientist, Dr. Roger Glaser, recently
promoted to professor of Physiology at Wright State,
has been drawn into the project over the p;:ist several
months because of his studies on the physical training
and conditioning of people using wheelchairs.
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According to Glaser, once the process is perfected
and implantation of the device in humans is ready to
begin, a physical training period for the subjects will
be undertaken to condition the heart, lungs, and
muscles of the individuals in preparation for the
regai rii ng of muscle function and the concomitant
strain that can place on the recipients' bodies.

Phillip' background provided the perfect
complement to Petrofsky's background in
bioinstrumentation and computers with a specialty in
skeletal muscle physiology and rehabilitation, to fill
the needs not only of the project, but also of the
newly developing Biomedical Engineering degree
program at Wright State.

Glaser's pioneering work in fitness training of
wheelchair users will provide an important element
to the successful completion of the project which was
Petrofsky's brainchild a dozen years ago.
The project began in 1969, when Petrofsky began
pursuing his theory that a computer could be used to
bypass the damaged nerves that carry messages from
the brain to the muscles. In 1969, Petrofsky was an
undergraduate degree student in biology at
Washington University in St. Louis.
wo additional academic degrees and several years
of teaching later, he is now in the final stages ,of his
research. Petrofsky expects to be able to get a
paralyzed laboratory animal to walk within the year,
and in the near future, to be able to apply this to
human beings. Nowhere else in the world, Phillips
says, is such sophisticated research being done on
microprocessor control of complex muscle
movement.
A number of major hurdles in perfecting the
procedure are behind them. As early as 197 4, for
instance, Petrofsky was able to get a laboratory
animal that suffered from a severed spinal cord to lift

Dr. Petrofsky wires a computer board. The board will
connect the main computer with the animal being
tested.

/

T he program's first degree students were admitted in
July 1978. Petrofsky joined the program a an
associate professor in 1979. This program now ha 80
undergraduate degree student .

the stresses involved in operating a wheelchair. To
learn more about the subject, Glaser say he "looked
in th literature, but I found there was almo t nothing
done in this area. "

Petrof ky brought hi microproces or project with
him from St. Loui , giving Wright tate tudent
laborat ry exp rienc in thi ar as th y
i t him in
thi vanguard r
arch . Pr
ntly, 23 W U ·tud ntc,
w rk with Petrof ky nd Phillips on th pr ject.

Gia r then put together a grant propo al to study the
body'c; rep n e to th tr e pla don it by
wh I hair lo omotion. In 1974, the tir t grant am
through. Glas rand ix Wright tate tu dents t to
work on the tudy.

till ahead lies a serie of tests to determine how
much trength can be returned toady ~ functional
muscle through electrical stimulation. The results of
this could determine whether this procedure could be
u ed to assist only recently paralyzed individuals or
those who have been paralyzed for a longer period of
time as well.

Today, Glaser and the research assistants and
associates who have worked with him over the years,
have virtually " written the book," he says, on
physiological research related to wheelchairs.

Al o ahead is a physical fitness evaluation and
conditioning program utilizing arm exercise, which
must be designed and implemented to prepare
human recipients for the added physical stresses of
regaining muscle function. Dr. Roger Glaser's nearly
decade-long research in this area will be the primary
resource for this fitness program.

A sone of the leading pioneers in studying
wheelchair efficiency and design and in the study of
the fitness of people u ing wheelchairs, Glaser
believes that it is the environment of Wright State,
with its programs for the disabled and its physical
plant layout which is totally accessible to
handicapped people, which has nurtured the
research work on this campu dealing with
handicapped people.
Glaser came to Wright State in 1972 as an exercise
physiologist. In the first class he taught at Wright State
he had a quadriplegic student who used a
wheelchair. Glaser began talking to the student about

T he wheelchair, he says, is a dinosaur. Its design has
been virtually unchanged over the past 100 years.
"The wheelchair is a very inefficient device," he says,
with an efficiency rating of only five percent. "There
is a tremendou amount of wasted energy.
" The wheelchair has become a handicap in itself," he
says. " The wheelchair is intended to rehabilitate, but
it places great stress on the cardiovascular and
respiratory systems." Because it is so stressful to
operate with its handrim propulsion, the very design
of the wheelchair discourages most handicapped
people from taking their wheelchairs outside and over
larger distances, such a around a college campus.
" The system is not really suited for the human body,"
Glaser concludes. Glaser's response is to look into
alternate mean of propelling wheelchairs and into
way of evaluating fitnes levels and prescribing
fitnes training to enable wheelchair u er to operate
them more efficiently and with less stress to their
systems.
Glaser's work, then, will provide the basis for
evaluating the present fitness levels of the human

Dr. Roger Glaser's work in fitness training of
wheelchair users will provide an important element
to the completion of the project.

recipients of the microprocessor implantation,
evaluating their muscular, cardiovascular and
respiratory functions, and prescribing special exercise
training programs to improve their fitness and prepare
their bodies to cope with the added physical stres es
of regaining muscle function.
This project is one of a number of research projects in
which these three Wright State faculty members are
involved. More than a half million dollars in grants
and contracts help support their research into a range
of projects from work associated with the space
program to testing specific wheelchair designs for the
Veterans Administration.
T hese projects rely on the diversity of human and
equipment resources available at Wright State,
drawing from the College of Science and Engineering
and the School of Medicine, among others, from the
unusual environment of Wright State with its
programs and facilities for handicapped people and
from its proximity to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
which has spawned research agreements between the
two institutions.
The result of this cooperation may one day be an
internal mechanism which would assist individuals
affected by paralysis in performing their own normal
muscle functions without visible assistance.

Dr. Chandler Phillips is a mathematical modeler. His models are helping to provide much of the information
Dr. Petrofsky and he need to begin testing their system on humans.

Of the research projects that at least one of these
scientists has undertaken in his career, Petrofsky says,
"This is the project I've always loved. It has the
opportunity of providing a real, practical benefit to
human beings." •
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Henzel's·Twain
transformation
relieve the mind ." He a sures them that he himself
swears " not for amusement, only for nece ity. " Bad
habits, he ay , are ju tifiable . " I've reached m 70
year by ticking trictly to a cheme of things that
would kill anybody el e." About hi uppo edly
ex
iv making, h ay , " I h ve ju t tw rul : I
m k only ne i ar at a tim .. . and In v r mok
whil I' m a le p."
Bak r ay that Tw in l1k d to proj tan imag
being lazy and b having candalou ly.
nz I
reinforces Twain' image as th naughty
nonconformist. " I only know two thing about this
man," he says of himself. " One is that he's never
been in jail-the other is, I don 't know why. "

by Rhonda Peoples
A merica's favorite humorist paused in his
monologue, leaning against the lectern and puffing
confidently on his cigar. "I've made a great many
impromptu speeches in my time/' Mark Twain told
his Victory Theater audience, "but I've always had
time to prepare them."

Yet before the audience is aware of it, Henzel has
moved them away from witty one-liners into Twain's
serious side. In such monologues as "The War
Prayer" and selections from Huckleberry Finn, Twain
makes satiric but serious comments on war and
racism. Some of Twain's pieces, set in no particular
time or place, are as meaningful today as a
century ago. Baker says that Twain has never been
out of vogue. "He's a touchstone for everything
happening today."

The date was not December 30, 1884-when Dayton
got its last taste of the Twain wit-but March 7, 1981.
The spirit of Mark Twain was embodied in Richard
Henzel, the man proving Twain's immortality in
one-man shows all over the country. This Twain
appearance was engineered by the Wright State
University Artist Series.

T wain' s reincarnation in the person of Richard
Henzel began over 14 years ago when the teenaged
Henzel saw Hal Holbrook's portrayal. He thought at
first that the idea of a Twain show was used up, but
later changed his mind. Growing up in rural Jackson
Township near Canton, Ohio, Henzel memorized
Twain's literature and became " compulsive about
doing Twain."

William Baker, WSU professor of English, asserts that
Twain's humor is a lasting contribution to American
literature. Twain endures because "he still makes us
laugh out loud." Baker, an honorary member of the
Mark Twain Society, calls Twain "a superb master of
language. He was a craftsman the like of which
Americans have seldom seen." Baker has published
an article in the Mark Twain Journal on Twain's 1884
Dayton ap~arance and has researched other aspects
ofTwain in Ohio.

He "literally flunked out" of college studying Twain
as he became more and more committed to
performing his one-man show. He chose to portray
Twain in his 70s because of the public image Twain
then commanded. At that point in his career, Twain
was, according to Baker, "the best-known man in the
world. He had developed a technique of having an
opinion about everything." It also was then that
Twain went on extensive lecture tours, including the
one that brought him to the Victory back in '84.

Henzel's show is more than a mere portrayal; it is a
re-creation of the Twain of yesteryear. Henzel, 29,
transforms himself into the 70-year-old Twain during
a five- to six-hour makeup ordeal. As the makeup
goes on, the personality comes out. Henzel develops
what he calls an "environmental feel," staying in the
Twain character the entire time he is in makeup and
responding to situations as Twain. Henzel says, "If
you stay in character, the crew knows you are
serious." Under Wright State's sponsorship, Henzel
also appeared at area high schools to provide makeup
training and demonstrations, as well as in the WSU
Theatre Department.
Onstage, Henzel and Twain are one and the same.
Clad in the white suit and red ascot that Twain
traditionally wore, Henzel puffs cigars incessantly
while delivering Twain's ·.;iews on a multitude
of subjects. He clears his throat frequently;
occasionally, he delicately spits into his
handkerchief, and then looks very surprised to see
what is in it. These pauses in his monologue gather as
much laughter as the monologue itself.
The essence of Twain is irreverence. Henzel as Twain
swiftly attacks society's notions of propriety.
" Profanity," he tells the audience, "is calculated to
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The white uit that Henzel wears was a Twain
trademark. On tage, Henzel as Twain explain , " This
u it is the uniform of the American Association of
Purity and Perfe tion," adding, " at the age of 71, the
conti nu< I xp ure to dark color tend to have a
depr ing ff t." In sharpening hi re- r ation,
H nz I tudi
d
ription fTwain' v i e by
r vi w r , dial t ofTwain' regi n, and " old
p pl
f th Twain typ ."In the pro e , he b Cc m
w II v r din Twain trivia: " Twain wa th fir t
per on ever to have a telephone installed in hi own
home, and then he put it in a closet becau e the
ringing drove him crazy. "
W hat makes Twain appealing to both Henzel and
his audiences i Twain's humanistic philosophy.
According to Baker, Twain believed that "the
common man was the key to the American way of
life-it wasn' t royalty that gave quality to life but the
actions of everyday men and women. He spoke to
common people about common people. The public's
favorable reception of Twain's speeches shows that
the common man theme must have been popular."

In his usual opinionated fashion, Twain was sharply
critical of the imperialistic mood that dominated late
19th century politics in America. Henzel says,
"Twain once suggested changing the national motto
from 'In God We Trust' to 'When an Anglo-Saxon
wants something, he just takes it'."
Asked why he does a one-man show, Henzel replies,
"This is the end of the era when Hollywood makes
someone a hero. Studios don't do this anymore;
actors now must also be writers by improvising. The
old school of acting is just to act-they put words in
your mouth and you look smart." In his show Henzel
often improvises material. As Twain he exhorts
latecomers to sit down, informing them that,
unfortunately, "the meat, the very core of this evening
was all crammed into that first five minutes."
Henzel notes, "I don't want to draw attention to the
concept that I'm playing Twain. I never wanted to be
polished, because that shows the effort." The style
Henzel aims to duplicate is what Baker calls Twain's
"bubbling along" effect. Inventing as he spoke,
Twain would shape his topic by developing extended
metaphors. Twain was, in Baker's words, "a
consummate performer."
The authentic re-creation of the great author is
Richard Henzel's life work. He says fir_m ly, "I don't
ever intend to stop being Twain." Throughout 90
minutes of material that alternates between the
amusing and the thoughtful, Henzel demonstrates
that as long as people wish to be entertained, there
will always be an audience for Mark Twain. •

Schmoll directs
Hospi ce-an altern ative
by Linda Smith

Ho

pice-a place that in medieval times provided
mfort and ho pitality to trav ler -today has taken
on diff r nt meaning as an alt rnativ to
h pitaliz tion for th t rmin lly ill.
Wright t t Univer ity gradu t B tty hm II
knows th m aning of the word first-hand, but ha
tr veled many direction to arriv at her de ti nation
as director of Hospice Inc. in Dayton.
Betty's journey originated as a nurse working at
Kettering Medical Center. " I had a good job, was a
wife and mother, but I wanted to continue my
education. Wright State interested me and I began
taking classes part-time," she said, eventually earning
a bachelor's degree in nursing.
Betty maintained contact with her fellow WSU
nursing graduates and discovered at a luncheon
get-together that " they were all in graduate school
except me, " said Betty. " After we talked awhile I
discovered there was so much more I wanted to
learn." Wright State had not yet developed its
graduate nursing program, so Betty began commuting
to Ohio State.
"The faculty at Ohio
State were very open to
Wright State nursing
graduates and their
attitude toward u wa
ex 11 nt, " he aid.
Whil att nding
undergraduate chool at
Wright State, Betty
learned that her mother
was terminally ill.
"During the course of a
year my mother and I
searched for relief from her illness. As I accompanied
her from doctor to doctor and hospital to hospital, it
occurred to me that there must be a better way to
serve terminally ill patients. There seemed to be a
tack of continuity of care for my mother. It was
difficult for me to handle the situation, even though I
am a registered nurse. I believe family members
involved with a terminally ill person need almost as
much help and emotional support as the patient
does."

Schmoll

I n 1974, Betty's mother died. "The year she was ill
was a taxing experience for my mother, for me, and
for my family," said Betty. A few years later, Betty
found a way to devote her nursing skills and to relate
that experience to helping others. As part of her
graduate work, she served a practicum at Hospice of
Dayton during its infancy in 1978.
"Because of my experience with my mother, I was
interested in the organization. It offered continuity of
care for the terminally ill patient and support for the
family who also undergo a great deal of strain.
Hospice provides a team approach to caring for
patients in their homes."

Hospice offices.
D uring her practicum, the Hospice staff was
minimal, with Betty providing the nursing care to the
patients. Today, there is a staff of registered nurses
and a Director of Clinical Services. Nurses are
provided by area hospitals-four are employed by
Hospice of Dayton Inc. Five of the twelve RNs
working at Hospice of Dayton Inc. are WSU
graduates. Hospice volunteers offer a variety of
services including administering patient care,
providing transportation, legal and estate planning,
religious counseling, and assisting in homemaking
tasks.

School of Medicine. "I am fortunate to have the
opportunity to share my knowledge and expertise
with Wright State's students." Her dedication and
hard work at Hospice recently led Betty to her
appointment as director. "It is so gratifying to direct
and administer a program enabling the patient to
become more of a participant in his or her
experience. The main thrust of Hospice is improving
the quality of the patient's life during the terminal
illness. Nurses, volunteers, and family provide
support on a very personal basis that may be lacking
in a hospital setting."

"I enjoyed the work I was doing with the patients,"
said Betty, "and felt that I was intimately involved in
an extremely important and complex phase of the
nursing profession. My first ambition was to teach
college, but after being part of Hospice, I had second
thoughts. When the Board of Directors asked me to
become coordinator of Hospice, I accepted the
position with great excitement and anticipation."

T he Dayton program can be considered a success,
having served more than 450 families in the past two
and a half years.
Betty has contributed strongly to that achievement.
"My success is due in a large part to my educcltion at
Wright State and my varied experiences as a nurse.
My career illustrates the many opportunities available
to students who decide to pursue nursing." •

B etty has also realized that first ambition by serving
as an adjunct faculty member in the WSU School of
Nursing and a voluntary assistant professor in the
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Golf, Cincinnati Reds,
softball

Board Meeting, tennis,
reception

.G raduate to conduct
on May 10

The Alumni and Athletic Department Beneii t Go li
Outing is schedu led ior June; an alumni go lf ·
ou ting is also schedu led in August. The
Cincinnati Reds alumni weekend is set for
August 15- 16. The Steve Shook Memorial
Softball Tournament will be held August 29-30.
Call 873-2620 ior more information.

Get your ca lendar out and circle some important
dates coming up. A tennis clinic for graduates
will be he ld May 30 and July 18. The A lumni
Association Board Meeting is May 16, and the
annual reception for graduates will be in the
Creative Arts Common Area on June 5. For more
details call 873-2620.

The University Chamber Singers wi II present a
concert of choral music with the Hi llsboro, Ohio
High School A Cappel la Choir and the Hillsboro
High School Chamber Ensemble on M ay 10 at
3 pm in the Concert Ha 11 of the Creative Arts
Center on campus. Wright State graduate Monti
Mallow is the director.

Director's
Column

We talked to graduate not only from in
and around the Dayton area, but al I
over the country. Some of the
comments you shared with us were of
your enthusia m for the " new"
WrightStater, and a general pride that
you had in seeing Wright State
mentioned in your local newspapers
regularly. Many graduates were also
impressed by the basketbal I team, and
this year's #1 ranking in the nation.
It is obvious that you are proud of
Wright State and have shown it with
your generous contributions to the
scholarship fund. Our average pledge
this year was $12 during the
phonathon.
We will be continuing the campaign
through June 30, and you should be
re eiving a direct mail piece oon, o if
you haven't made a donation, we urge
you t do o now. Thu far we have
rai ed $17,000 in pl dge. Thi come
at a time when the State of Ohio has
drastically cut upport to state
education. We hope that trend will
rever e itself, but it does not look
promising. That is why you and your
help are needed to meet the challenges
of the future at Wright State.
I would like to thank all of the
volunteers who made a total of 8,500
calls during our two-week phonathon.
Without their help and dedication, we
wouldn't have been so successfu I.

68-73

Jon R. Foster (B.S. Elementary
Education 75) is an elementary chool
teacher in Springfield, Ohio. His son is
a junior at Wright State.
Th eodore J. Randall (B.A. Urban
Studie 75) i
program manag r in
A r nauti al y terns Divi ion'
D puty for Simulator at WrightPatt r on Air Fore Ba , and i a la
member of the Leadership Dayton
1981 . Leadership Dayton is a year-long
seminar sponsored by the Dayton Area
Chamber of Commerce to identify,
motivate, educate, and develop
potential leaders.

R. Gregory Cross (B.A. Sociology 72) is
a Social Studies teacher at Beavercreek
Schools and is also a sistant varsity
footbal I coach there.
George Harrison (M.S. Geology 72)
has formed Harrison Exploration, Inc.
Corporate headquarters are in Tenaha,
Texas. The company handles domestic
and international exploration . George
previously worked for Exxon and
Florida Exploration.
Fred Stickle (M.E. Counseling 72) is an
assistant professor at Western Kentucky
University. Fred wrote a chapter for a
new book, Counseling the Elderly,
published last year. He earned his
Ph.D. from Iowa State in 1978.
Claudia Cornett (M.Ed. 73) received
her Ph.D. from Miami University and is
current ly an a si tant profe sor at
Wittenberg Univer ity in Springfield,
Ohio.
Terrence K. Gibney (M.S. Counseling
73) is executive director of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Greater
Wil liamsburg, Virginia, con ulting for
families and group in interper anal
communications. Terry's wife, Gloria
(Adams), a former WSU student,
recently graduated from The Culinary
Institute of America and is now a
professional chef.

Madlinger

74-77
Michael Madlinger (B.S. Accountancy
74) has been named manager of plant
accounting, Troy Sunshade, for Hobart
Corporation.

Jeffrey Taylor (B.S. Systems
Engineering 75) is working for Control
Data as an energy engineer. Jeffrey lives
in Fairborn, Ohio.

Tony William s (B.A. Political Science
74) i working toward hi ma ter'
degree at Wright State in omputer
scienc . He i a tand-up omic and
spent time in Lo Angeles pur uing his
show bu iness career. He auditioned
for the TV show Dating Game,
appeared on the show, and won a
trip to Bogota, Colombia.

Young

Due to the recent increases in our
alumni support, Wright State has been
selected as a finalist in the
Improvement Category in the 1981 US
Steel Alumni Giving Incentive Awards
Program. My thanks to each of you for
your continued financial suppo rt and
for making us a contender in thi s
category.

Joyce Young (B.A. English 75) is
manager of public affairs at the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
She is responsible for all internal and
external communications in Ohio,
Kentucky, We t Virginia, and
Michigan.
D o nald E. Kirk (B.S. Finance 76) plans
an August wedding to Cheryl Ann
Darding. Donald is pursuing his career
in farmi ng.

Pat Moran
Will ia ms

Larry J. Davis (B.A Econom ic Arts 75)
graduated from The Southern Bapti st
Theological Seminary in Loui sville,
Kentu cky.
Gibney
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Susan Rasmussen (B.A. Urban Studies
75) i Employee Relations Supervisor
with Mead Packaging in Atlanta,
Georgia. She is currently enrolled at
Georgia State University in an M. B.A.
program.

Social Work Reception

Frank Salsburg Memorial
Scholarship

The Alumni Association Social Work Constituent
Society and the Social Work Department are
planning their second annual Recognition
Reception for faculty, alumni, and graduating
seniors on May 27, at 7 pm in the Newman
1
Center on campus. The " Spirit of Social Work"
award will be presented at that time. Call
873-2620 for reservations.

A memorial scholarship fund has been
established for graduate Frank Salsburg who died
of leukemia April 9. The fund will be
administered by the Honors Committee. Frank
was a former editor of the Guardian, was very
active in campus affairs, and was an honors
student. The memorial scholarship was made
possible by a bequest from Frank shortly before
his death. Anyone wishing to contribute to the
scholarship fund may do so through the WSU
Foundation .

Bruce Collier (B.A. Theatre 77) wrote
the play Tarts that was recently
performed at Wright State. Tarts is
based on th life of the Earl of
Ro h ster. He ha worked as a
prof ional actor with the Alabama
Shake p ar F ti val. H ha had one
th r pl y produced t Wright Stat
entitl d, In Hell They Make You Watch
I Love Lucy.

Kevin Smith (8.A. English 78) has been

Jane Hutcheson (8.S. Nursing 80)

named assistant director and head of
adult services at the Chillicothe and
Ros Public Library in Chillicothe,
Ohio.

was honored by the Mental Health
Association of Ohio for excellence in
tudie related to mental health. She
i currently attending the graduate
program in nur~ing at Wright St te, and
i on of eight graduates- ix nur ing
gr duat and two medical gr duatesto b honor d by the Mental ealth
As ociation of Ohio.

Debbie Treadway (8.F.A. Art 78) i
currently working n her Ma ter
of Arts degree at Ohio State with a
concentration in the E panded Art
Program. She recently completed her
teaching certification in the Dayton
Public Schools.
·

Tony Hendrix Smith (M.B.A. Finance

77) became a CPA in 1978 and joined
the firm of Watson Rice and Co. about
a year ago in a management position.
He and his wife have two children.
Tony lives in Cleveland, Ohio.

Rudy George (B.S. Accountancy 79) is
a cost analyst for Philips Industries. He
recently joined the firm of Mills/Wright
Realtors as a part-time salesman.

John Walterbusch (B.S. Systems

Philip M. Rinehart (8.S. Marketing 79)

Engineering 77) is employed as an
engineer at Inland Division in Dayton.
He and Bonita Pierce were married in
April. Bonita is employed at the
Kettering Medical Center.

is employed by A. B. Dick Products in
Springfield, Ohio. He and his wife,
Candy Sue Vest, were married in
December. Candy is a senior nursing
student at Wright State and works at
Community Hospital in Springfield.
They live in Enon, Ohio.

Evans
James D. Evans (8.S. Accountancy 78)

78-80
Joy Booghier (B.S. Social Studies 78) is

working for her master's degree at the
Southwestern Theological Seminary in
Fort Worth, Texas. For the past two
years she has been associate pastor of
Youth and Music at Lake Tawakoni
Baptist Church.
John Coburn (8.A. Sociology 78) is the

Print Shop manager for Elder-Beerman.
The shop serves 26 stores. John teaches
archery in the evening at Wright State,
and has taught handicapped students in
his classes. Prior to joining
Elder-Beerman, John was Sign Shop
supervisor at Wright State.

recently accepted the position of
comptroller for Dayton Door Sales, Inc.
Prior to assuming his new duties at
Dayton Door Sales, he was contracts
administrator at Systran Corporation in
Dayton. Evans will be responsible for
the overall accounting functions for the
parent company as well as two branch
offices in Springfield and Middletown.
Evans and his wife Paulette live in
Tipp City.
David Hunt (B.S. Nursing 78)

specializes in the care of newborn
babies in the special care nursery at
Reid Hospital in Richmond, Indiana.
He cares for premature babies or those
with problems that require extra care.
He and his wife Debbie live outside
New Madison, Ohio. A .receptionist
recently asked David where he worked
and he replied, "The nursery." She
inquired, " Do you work with trees?"
Debbie Hunt (B.S. Nursing 78) is an RN

in the pediatrics unit at Reid Memorial
Hospital, and was recognized recently
for her outstanding service. She was
named "ambassador of the month."
Her husband David is also an RN in
Reid's nursery.
Rita Kennedy (B.S. Accountancy 78)
joined the accounting firm of Charles L.
Melosh, Public Accountant, as a staff
accountant. She is a candidate for
Certified Public Accountant. She and
. her husband are living in Lancaster,
Ohio.

Terry Stockholm (B.S. Biology 79) is

presently assigned to the Pentagon as a
frequency management engineer. He is
engaged to Mary Sumrall. The couple
will be married in Biloxi, Mississippi on
August 15.
Barbara J. Egan (B.S. Accountancy 80)

is associate auditor for NCR World
Headquarters in Dayton. Barbara
spends about 80 percent of her ti me
traveling for NCR.
Susan K. Evans (M.S. Rehabilitation 80)

was elected president of the Eastway
Center board of directors for 1980-81.
She is the clinical nursing coordinator
for the Miami Valley Hospital Perinatal
Health Center, in Dayton.

Jim Kelsey (B.S. Accountancy 80) is
working at the University of Arkansas
as a student-to-student worker with
Baptist student unions. Jim and Robert
Turner will be involved in this program
for one year.
Rory Metcalf (B.A. English 80) moved
to New York in November and is one of
six writers for the soap opera "Ryan's
Hope." Rory points out the show, in
five years, has won 11 Em mys, four for
writing. Rory wrote to the producer of
the show, submitted six sample scripts,
and was hired. She is from Troy, Ohio.
Robert Principato (M.S. Anatomy 80) is
employed at SRL Medical and does
volunteer work at the Dayton Free
Clinic. He lives in Xenia, Ohio.
Robert Sarsgard (B.S. Marketing 80) is
with Procter and Gamble. He is a
developmental sales representative for
the Paper Products Division. He is
living in Knoxville, Tennessee.
Trevor N. Shoemaker (B.A.

Communication 80) is executive
director of the Wilmington, Ohio Area
Chamber of Commerce. Trevor is
responsible for organizing chamber
activities, printing materials about the
chamber and Wilmington, as well as
serving on local and regional
committees.

Susan Sturr Fisher (B.S. Art Education

80) held a one-woman art show at
Wright State. The show consisted of
five sculptures. A photo and an
accompanying article about her show
appeared in the Dayton Daily News.
Mary Francis (B:A. Art 80) is an

instructor in the Art Department at
Alabama State University. She is living
in Montgomery, Alabama.
Deborah Howe (B.S. Elementary

Education 80) wi 11 marry Charles
Stephens in June. She is employed as a
junior- high math and English teacher
in Springfield, Ohio .

Malia Spaid-Reitz (B.A. Geology 78) is
Coburn

an associate geologist with Conoco in
Houston, Texas. She received her
master's degree in geology from Kansas
State University.

Shoemaker
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Polesitter known for
fifty-foot feat
atop a gpole. His career of some 50 years as a
flag
e sitter gave him the reputation of spending
m e time on flagpoles than most flags.

*

is appropriate that Dixie targeted flagpoles as the
place to do his sitting. Dixie was, it seems, very
patriotic. He was known to take an American flag
up with him for inspiration and called himself
"America•s Ambassador of Freedom, Peace,
Goodwill, and Free Enterprise."
Dixi*ust have considered flagpole sitting a kind of
mission in life. He must have, to endure rain, sleet,
scorching sun, and bitter nights, not to speak of falling
off flagpoles because of windy conditions. By 1965
alone, nine years before his flagpole sitting career
ended, he had fallen five times, breaking most of
his ribs, and fracturing his skull, leg, ankle,
shin bonetam wrist. He had been hit by
lightning ~r 200 times.
His worst spill, prior to the one that
caused his death, came during a
flagpole sit in Oklahoma City, where
a tornado bent his flagpole in half,
with him on top, throwing him
some 1 50 feet. He was laid up
for a year with a fractured
sku 11 and broken leg. It takes
dedication to get back on a
flagpole after that. But get
back, Dixie did.

by Carol Siyahi
u might say that Dixie Blandy lived high. He spent
most of his Iife on top of flagpoles and died at the age
of 72, when the flagpole he was sitting on collapsed
and fel I to the ground in Chicago. Dixie was what's
known as a flagpole sitter. In fact, he was a champion
flagpole sitter.
You can read about Dixie and his lofty career in a
special scrapbook on file in the Wright State
University Library Archives. The family scrapbook
of Dixie is but one of more than 200 individual
collections currently housed at Wright State,
according to Dr. Patrick Nolan, head of Archives
and Special Collections.
The library contains a number of prestigious
collections, including the famous Wright brothers
collection, which has attracted researchers from as far
away as Japan and New Zealand. All of these
collections are available to the general public for
research purp?ses.
If you were to peruse the Dixie Blandy collection, you
would come away with a sense that you had really
met the famous Dixie, who claims the world flagpole
sitting championship, 125 days atop a SO-foot
flagpole, accomplished in Stockholm, Sweden, in
1965. His record was later broken, but Dixie was
always critical of the challenger for using elaborate
platforms to accomplish the feat, whereas Dixie had
used just a small seat, a far more difficult act. As far as
Di1<'ie was concerned, he was still the champ.
Dixie first came to national attention at the Chicago
World's .Fair in 1933, when he spent 77 days poised
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Dixie wasn't just a flagpole
sitter. He was a flagpole
stander, bicycler, and jumper
as
I. He bicycled 509 miles atop a pole, stood on a
nine-inch ball, and even dived into a small tank from
the top of a pole.
He was asked by a reporter once how he kept from
going crazy, sitting on a pole for three months. He
responded, "I imagine I'm 50,000 miles in space,
soaring toward the moon. That keeps me interested.
And when my arms and legs begin to feel cramped, I
start working them a_nd imagine I am swimming
and having a good time. And when I get sleepy, I
wrap a towel around my neck and head, and lean
back. I imagine I am at home on a nice mattress,
and I sleep."
O course, Dixie wasn't always a flagpole sitter. At
the age of 12, he ran away from his home in New
Orleans and joined the circus. He alsD worked as a
prizefighter, riveter, steeplejack, flagpole salesman
and painter, and bartended right here in Dayton,
Ohio. But none of those careers could hold a candle
to his pole sitting.
Dixie ate, bathed, and slept on top of poles. He
gained the attention of the world and of notables such
as Johnny Carson, who once interviewed him. But,
said Dixie, in one of his frequent moments of candor,
"It hasn't all been easy. It gets very lonely at
the top." •

The collections housed in the Wright State
University Archives span a range of topics from the
exploits of a legendary flagpole sitter to the records
of the painstaking development of the first
mechanically-powered flight by the famous
Wright brothers.
Individual collections have attracted researchers to
Wright State from as far away as New Zealand and
Japan. They have brought an estimated 1,200 to
1,500 researchers to campus each year and
as many telephone inquiries on specific research
interests.
In less than a dozen years, the Archives collection
has mushroomed from a handful of entries to more
than 200 individual collections. For Dr. Patrick
Nolan1 head of Archives and Special Collections,
amassing these records has often meant playing
detective-starting with identification of potential
collections from newspaper articles and
obituaries-and dealing with circumstances which
are at best unpredictable.
Nolan has found himself sorting through company
papers in the basement of company headquarters,
wiping away cobwebs and even a dead opossum
once to get at the documents. Countless hours are
spent in the initial sorting process through massive
records to winnow out those which will have the
greatest interest to researchers.
Besides housing one of the two most
comprehensive collections of Wright brothers
memorabilia in the world, the Wright State
Archives boasts the papers of media magnate and
former Governor James M. Cox, Dayton
Philharmonic Conductor Paul Katz, the Dayton
Ballet Company, and the Dayton and Springfield
Urban Leagues.
Some 26 local and regional labor union
collections are there, including the records of the
local International Union of Electrical Workers,
the Theatrical Stage Employees and the
Postal Workers Union.
A number of company records are part of the WSU
Archives, including those of Dayton Malleable and
James Leffel Co. of Springfield, as well as historical
footnotes of days past, like the records of the Troy
Buggy Works, the Wolf and Wolf Segar (Cigar) Co.,
the Constitution and Minutes of the Xenia
Temperance Committee (1901-1910), and the
papers of Dorothy K. White, silent screen actress.
The Wright State Archives contains many
collections that provide a slice of local and
regional Americana that tells the story of the rise
and fall of commercial enterprises in the area, the
origins of important cultural influences in Dayton,
and what was on the minds of people from
another time.
The Wright State ArcMves prc)vides the tools for
primary resear<::h for thousands of individual$ eacn
year~ And through the researchers' work and the
home Wright State University has provided the
c;ollections, more than 200 individual stories are
being preserved for generations to <.:ortie. •

